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I ABSTRACT 

In an effort to gain information on the nature of the photon-meson 

and photon-nucleon interaction, a. study ot the artificial· production 

of mesons by photons has been ~de at the Berkeley synchrotron. The 

major effort· Qt thir{ research was concentrated on a measurement of the 

energy and angular distribution of n• -..mesons produced when the photons 

strike a target of ~iquid hydrogen. Detection of the mesox'i.s is act:om

plished electronically by the technique of delayed coincidence • 

. · . I 
Since the photons are completely absorbed in the process of meson 

creation (Y + p -----+n + 1T•), oonser~tion of e:q.ergy and momentum re

quires that, for a given angle of emission or" meson, there be an exact 

relationship between the energy of the meson and the energy of the photon 

responsible for its creation. 1hus, fromthe measured energy distribu

tion of the me&Onii at 90° (see Flg. is), and the theoretical energy dis

tril;>ution of the photons ·from the synchrotron' it is possible to deter

mine the excitation function (Fig. 16) for photoproduotion of mesons at 

90°. 

This el:oi tation function is seen to increase :rather slowly from 

threshold and to. flatt-en off somewhat with increasing photon energy. 

/ i\ltodif'ication of the data. which may be required as a result of nuclear 

~bso:rption is indicated. 

The angula.r distribution of mesons was measured t'or a single photon 

energy of 250 1\fev 
1 

the absorber thiclr.nesf'! being varied with i~he angle of' 

:measurement. '.rhis distribution., plotted in Fig. 19 as a function o£ 

angle in the center of mass system, is seen to be roughly isotropic but 

' 
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peaked slightly in the backward direction. 

Included in this report is an outline of the several meson theories 

which have be~n developed to date, together wi.th graphs of the energy and 

angular distributions of photomesons which would be predicted on the 

basis of some of these theories. The experimental data are then com

pared with the results of these various theories. 

Such a comparison provides evidence that rr•-mesons have zero spin 

and that they are tightly coupled to. nucleons. These properties are con-. 

sistent with the pseudoscalar meson theory~ It must be stressed, however, 

that at the present time no meson theory is completely free of experi

mental contradictions or theoretical complications, and hence these re

sults c~ot be said to be a striking confirmation of any meson theory 

yet developed. Rather it ~:~eems probable that a revision of the basic 

formulation of meson the0 ry is necessarily in the offing • 
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II INTRODUCTION 

A. H:tstory and Background 

Ever· since mesons were predicted by Yukawa ·in 1935 and subsequently 

discovered by Anderson in cosmic rays in 1937, a vast amount of theo= 

retical and experimental effort has been expended upon the study of these 

p(trticles and· the ·force fields associated. with them. With the passage o£ 

time, additional types of mesons have been discovered and the entire inter

pretation of the role of mesons has become increasingly co~plicated» if 

not som~at confused. 

For a long time (1937 - 1948), the experimental study of mesons was 

confined to those produced in cosmic rays, and the consequent lack of 

controlled experiments resulted in a slow accumulation of experimental 

data. Progress was further hindered by the fact that no accurate or 

quantitative pfediotions could be madeo Even up to the pr~sent time no 

general theory of fundamental particles has been developed which is ca= 

pable Of predicting even SUCh basic CharacteristiCS as maSS or SpinD to 

say nothing of such involved properties as interaction with other par= 

ticleso In addition, the generally accepted method of expressing the 

interaction between particles, that of fonnulating a quantized field the

ory of nuclear forces based on analogy with quantized electromagnetic 

field. theory, has problems of divergences which appear to date t.o be much 

more serious in nuclear field theory than in quantum electrodynamicso 

Present theories·are based on the assumption that n-mesons (rather 

than the earlier discovered \-~--mesons) const:i. tute the quanta of the nuc

lear force fi~ld and are hence intimately related to nuclear forces. 

However, a knqwledge of the types of interactions which exist between 
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fundamental particle~- as well as the. strength of these interactions. 

has been al'most wholly lacking. 

The expertmental determination of such basic properties as mass and 

lifetime of mesons is ess;entially straightforward. The determination of 

the interactions between them and other fundamental particles is. however. 

a great deal more complicated. since the experimental data must be cor

~elfit~d wi.-th theory. Recently. artificial production of mesons by high 

energy nuc:teons1 and by high energy x-rays2 has made it possible to per-

form basic experiments. under controlled conditions. on the mode of inter-

action of mesons. 

B. Photoproduction of Mesons; Energy and Angle· of Emission 

Probably the simplest* type of -nuclear process which yields infor-

mation on meson interaction is that of photoproduction of mesons !'rom a 

single nucleon. (The presence of other nucleons within the target nuc-

leus produces an :interference in the production of mesons. severely com-

plicating the experimental and theoretical results: see Section IV, B.) 

For this reason a study of the production of n+-mesons by photons in 

hydrogen was undertaken. the .source of photons being the 322 Mev Berkeley 

synchrotron. Initial eXperiments were performed by successively inter

changing targets of polyethylene (CH)N and carbon. the hydrogen results 

being obtained by subtract.ion. Subsequent experiments were performed 

with liquid hydrogen as a target. 

The process which is believed to occur is the interaction of a 

* The production of mesons by proton-proton collision provides another 
fundamental source of studying meson interactions. However • the inter
pretation of the energy and angular distribution of the mesons3 is com
plicated by the interaction between the resultant neutron and proton. 
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photon with a proton, with the subsequent emission of a n+-meson and 

the conversion of the proton into a neutron. Symbolically, 

Y + p --~ n+ + n 

Application of the equations of conservation of energy and momentum pro ... 

vide the following relationship (derived in Appendix A): 

1.236 x io5 + 938.~ Tn 
k -

- 797.7- Tn +cos G (Tn2 + 282 T,y)1/ 2 

where 

k = photon ener~ in laboratory system in Mev 

Tn ;=meson kinetic energy (laboratory system) in Mev 
. -

Q = angle of meson emission (laboratory system) 

(l) 

This relationship is plotted in Fig. 1 for several angles Q of meson 

_emission. The energy threshold in the laboratory system for meson pro-

duction, found by setting Ttt = 0, is easily found to be 155 Mev. (In 

the center of mass system, the threshold is 152 Mev.) 

c. Characteristics of n+ and p.-:1'-mesons; Use of.' 1J. + - e+ Decay for 

Identification 

The n+-meson constitutes a particularly favorable species of meson 

on which to perform experiments, since it initiates a train of distinctive 

events which may be used .for its identification. Because of its positive 

charge, a n+-meson which has been brought to rest within matter is re-

pelied by the Coulomb field of the surrounding nuclei, with the result 

that, unlike a n--meson, its absorption by nuclei is very unlikely., In-

S . 4 
stead, it decays spontaneously with a mean-life of about 10- seconds 

into a ~+-meson (and a single neutral particle, probably a neutrino )o 

The \-~-+-meson is emitted with an energy of.' 4 Mev and has a range of about 
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0~ grams/cm2 • U~on being brought to :rest, -it in turn decays with the 

well-known mean-life of 2.15 x 10-6 seconds5 into a positive electron 

(and probably two neutrinos). The electron emitted in \1+ decay has an 

upper e!lergy limit of 56 Mev. Thus, the life history of the n+-meso:ri. 

may be des~gn:ated schematically as follows: 

s. 
n+ ~~--~- \1 + 

(+ v) 

.. . . -6 
2.15:x: 10 s. 

e+ 
(+2 v). 

Ei th,er one or both of these dec::ays l'llay be used in practice to provide 

a satisfMtory means of electronic meson detection. A.t the time .that 

this research was carried out,, stable electronics capable <?f resolving 

thE! if .. 1J-... decay interval were not available here and,we contented. our

selves wi. th the' p. •-e• decay as a means of meson indentification. 

D ... Characteristics of Scintillation Counters; Reasons for Use 

Scintillation coWlters have been used for a number o£ years for 

the detection of' ch8.l"ged particles. Passage of any charged particle 

through the crystal causes excitation of the molecules within the crys

tal, and the subsequent electronic transitions back to the ground state 

result in the emission of li~ht quanta. Ill. the case of stilbene and 

anthraoene,.the transition to the ground state oocu:rs in a time less 

than lQ-7 seconds,* ana hence these crystals may be used in conjunction 

with a phototube to resolve the pulses initiated by two particles sepa

rated l;>y lo-7 seconds or more i.n time, as i13 required for the electronl.o 

identificatio!l ot a n+ meson by means of its decay electron. 

The principal . reason for using scintillation counters a~:~ again13t 

* In stilbene the time is ........,(3 :x: lo-9 sec. 
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photographic plates is, oC course, the rapidity with which mesons can 
be cou.iited.. wi~}l the usual syrich,rotron intensity of about 104 ergs/secondj 

and th.e geometry used in th.ese experiments (see Fig. 9, for example), the 

meson c~unting rate fs about 15 counts/minute. Offsetting somewhat this 

advantage of high. counting rates, however, is the fact that to date no 

reliable method has been developed for counting negative mesons with crys

tals. (Thi~ uoes not, however, constitute a: disad.val:l.tage in this parti

cular -application, since i.t Is not believed. possible to produce negative 

mesons by photoproduction from hydrogen.) 
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III METHOD OF MESON DETECTION 

A. The X-l'lay Beam-

Th,e location of the apparatus with respect to the synchrotron is 

shown in Fig. 2. Electrons are accelerated :in the sy7;1chtotron to an 

energy of 322 t 6. m:iilion electron volts and st:ike a 0.020 inch platinUD1 

target placed within the evacuated accelerating. doughnut., The photons 

produCed, by bremsstr~h1ung in the target are emitted in a narrow con,e 

which has a. width (at half~intensity) of 0.77 degrees. A tapered hole 

in a block of lead. placed. 55 i:p.ches from the target serves to collimate 

the be~. In these experime~ts the entrance diameter of the collimator 

hol,e was usually selected to be one inchco 

Beh~nd the collimator, and as close tq ;i.t as practicable, h situ

~ted. the photon target, in which the mesons are created. In this region 

is also houi:led the meson detecting apparatus,· embedded in heavy shielding, 

which serves to eliminate the major part of the radiation which envelopes 

the siochrotron during bombardment • 

B. l[ethod of Obtaining the Spread-out Beam 
. . 

In usual synchrotron ol>eration the rad.iofrequency accelerating volt-

age is out off when the magnetic field is at its peak, and the electrons 

spiral inward to strike the target over a perioli of' about 10 microseconds. 

F~r the purposes of meson counting, however, it is advantageous to spread 

the ·beam out over several 1-housand microseconds, sinc·e the background 

oo\lnting'ra.te is inversely proportional to the duty cycle of the beamo 

This spread-out·. beam is best accomplished(). by changing the shape of the 

r.r. pulse from a square wave fo~ to one which approaches exponentially 

the vol'tage needed to barely sust.ain the electrons in the equilibrium 
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orbite As early, th~n, as 10 degrees before peak magnetic field, the 

magnitude of' the r.r. is not sufficient to prevent some of' the electrons 

from spiraling into t~e tar~et, with the result that the electrons strike 

the target over a period of' several thousand microseconds, as shown in 

Fig. 3. The electrons striking the target have an associated spread in 

ep.ergy from 295 to 322 Mev.· 

c.·· Electronic Detection Technique 

Th~ identification of' the mesons is accomplished by the method of' 

delayed co~ncidences, 7 ~hown schematically in Fig. 4. Three crystals, 

with accompanying phototubes and amplifiers, are utili~ed. In order for 

an initiating particle to be counted. electronically as a meson, we re-

quire that it lose more than 6 Mev in passing through the first crystal, 

that it stop in the second crystal with a release of' more than 5 Mev, 

and that it give no pulse in the third. Thus, eleotronicaiiy, the first 

two crystals are connected in .coincidence, and the output of' this coin

cidence circuit is connec;:ted in anticoincidence with the third crystal. 

A particle which satisfies these requirements succeeds i~ initiating a 

series of' four successive delayed "gates," each of about 2 microseconds 

duration •.. The first gate ope:ns about 0.5 microseconds afier the initi

ating pulse, remains open for 2 microseconds, and closes. Immediately 

the second gate opens, remains open .for 2 microseconds, and closes, etc. 

A n+ -:meson from the target which stops in the second crystal will 
.. . . 

·· produce three successive pulses in this crystal;: the first pulse oon-
.. ... . 

stitutes the ~ -meson slowing down and coming to rest; the second pulse, 

about 10-8 microseconds later (and indistinguishable from the first as 

far as our electronics are concerned), constitutes the \..1. +-meson being 
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emitted and being brought to _rest; the thiJ;"d pulse, several microseconds 

later, correspond~ to the emission or the decay ele9tron. 

Thus the pulse from -a n+-meson which has stopped in the second. crys

tal (thereby initiating the set of four delayed gates) will be foilowed 

in a few microseconds by a pulse from the decay e~ectron, again in the 

same second· crystal. This pulse is then placed electronically in coin

cidence with each or the four delayed gates. Since the gates extend over 

the region or 0.5 to 8.5 microseconds after the initiating pulse·, and 

·since ·the half-life or the n+-meson is 2.15 microseconds, 5 about 80 per

cent of the decay electrons will be "caught" in one or another or the de

layed gates. Coincidences with these gates are registe.red on scalers and 

constitute an indication of the mesons counted~ In addition, single 

~ounting rates or the crystals are al.so registered both as a matter of 

interest and as a means or background determination. (A typical ~ata 

sheet, together with a definition of the notation, is given in Appendix 

B. A photograph or the electronic appar~tus is given in Fig. 5, and the 

circuits are ~iven in Appendix c.) 

D. Background Determination 

It is clear, however1 that events other than the capture or a meson 

may be registed with the electronic apparatus described above. For ex

ample, an event such as the passage or a proton through the first crys

tal and stopping in the second., .followed in_ a few microseconds by, say, 

an electron from the target or from the synchrotron, will satisfy all or 

the above :req~rements and. will hence be registered as a meson. Such 

count·s constitute "background," and must be subtracted orr to give the 

real meson counts. 

Two independent methods of detennining the background counting 
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rate have been used in the~e experiments: 

a) .A meas\l,red gate of approximately 2 microseconds is· delayed for 

an interval of 15 microseconds. at which time the number of delayed elec- · 

trans originating from mesons will be negligible. If this gate is initi~ 

f\,ted each time the "ineson" gates are initiated. and. IIb pulses (i.e., ],ow 

level pl,llses - mostly elect:rons - detected in cryst.al II) are set in coin

cidence with this gate, the number of coi:n,cidences registered 'Will consti

tute essenti 8.1ly pure background.* 

b) The second method is to compute the number of random coincidences 

'Which would be expected~ In a time interval T, the total time a meson 

gate is opened is given by G 6. , where 6. is the gate width, and G is 

the number of ·gates in! tiated in time. f. If there are n:b "electron" 

counts in time T placed randomly in coincidence with these gates, the 

number of coincidence counts in T is 

N .. = 
background T x duty cycle 

The duty cycle, i.e., the fraction of time that the x-ray beam exists, 

can be measured and remains constant to within 10 percent • 

• Such a method of background determination will in general have rather 
large statistical errors due to the small background counting rate. 
A method of overcoming this difficulty is to increase artificially 
the numbe:r of gates by a known factor, and thereby decrease the statis
tical error of the coincidence counts. ~n prac~ice, this long-delayed 
gate was .initiated by single pulses (III) from the third crystal. The 
number of actual background. counts :i.s then given by: · 

G 
Nbackgroup,d = (no. of coincidences be~een gate and IIb) x III , 

where G = number of pulses from the output of the coincidence
a.ntic0incidence c:ircui t. ·(See Fig. 4.) 
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Eo Corrections for Nuclear Absorption 

In addition to background subtraction, the observed counting rates 

must be corrected for.nuclear·absorptiono 

Nuclear absorption is defined here to be the interaction between the 

mesons in flight and the atomic nuclei of the absorbers through which they 

pass, resulting either in absorption of the mesons or in wide angle scat

teri:t;Lg0 The cross section for nuclear interaction for meson energies o:f 

<so Mev is not yet accurately known and hence final corrections cannot be 

made at this time. 
' . ·. 8 

However, the experimental work of Fowler et al. indi-

cate that in this energy region the cross section may be as great as the 

nuclear area. Such a large cross section will result in sizable correc

tions to the experimental data, since mesons which pass through a large · 

amount of absorber will have a greater proba?ility of nuclear interaction 

than those which pass through a small amount with such a cross section. 

Corrections have been computed for nuclear interactions with cross sections 

equal to nuclear area (R = 1.36 A1/~ :x: lo-13 em), and are f;lhown in the 

final results. 

F. Evidence of Meson Counting 

The counting technique having been developed, one must conVince one-
·····-· . ... .. 

self' that, in truth, mesons are being detected rather than, for example, 

some other nuclear event which occurs with a comparable half-life to that 
\ 

of the meson. The following evidence~is therefore presented as rather 
... . . . + 

substantial proof that the equi.pment is detecting n+--7~ ~ e+ eventso 

a) The measured mean-life (see Appendix F) is equal to the accepted 

'" value of the ~+-meson within experimental error. 

b) Within e::x:p erimental error, the measured upper limit of the 

energy (at a given angle) of the emitted particles agrees with 
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the th~oreticai value to be e;xpected (from energy' and momentum 

considerations) if the particl~s are rr•-mesons. 

c) The measured energy and angular distribution .from carbon agree, 

within experimental error 1 with those .f'ound by J. Peterson, 9 

using photographic plates. 

d) The measured energy distribution from hydrogen agrees, within 

experimental error, w:i th the data of Cook, 10 who made preliminary 

measurements with photographic plates. 

G. Determination of Discriminator Levels; Plateau Curves; Counting 

· Efficiency 

An important factor in counting mesons electronically is the proper 

setting of the ~scriminator levels o.f' the various shaping circuits. These 

levels dete"rmine the miniml:nll amount of energy which a particle must lose 

in the crystals if it is to be counted. 

In order tp. set these discriminator levels intelligently I one must 

estimate the minimum energy loss to be expected in crystals I and II 

when a n•-meson is brought to rest ;J.n c;rystal II. S1nce the !J.•-meson 

has such a short range, it will almost always lose its entire·ldnetic 

energy of 4.05 Mev in the second crystal. · The additional, amount nf' 

energy which the rr+-meson will lose J,n this same crystal will depend 

upon its depth of penetration before it is brought to rest. In ~ 

oa,se, ·one a~ould expect a, total energy loss of more than 4 Mev when 

a rr+-meson stops in crystal II. 

From range-energy relationships, it is easy to show that the minimum 

energy lost in crystal I (0.75 inch thick) by an-meson passing all the 

way thr<;>ugh crystal I and stopping in crystal II is about 6 Mev. 

The discrimina-eors of channels I and Ila should thus be set to 
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Mcept only pulses which correspond to energy losses in excess of these 

minimum values. The acceptance of,smaller pulses would result in an 

increase of background (d.ue to additional gates) without a corresponding 

increase in meson yield. 

The discrinrl..nator setting for the delayed electron pulse (IIb) in 

crystal II must of course be separate from that for the meson pulse (IIa)• 

since the energy loss by th~ electron in escaping from the crystal wi:).l 

in general be appreciably "lower than 4 Mev. In setting this bias level 

one must select 8. value which will provide the optimum number of mesons 

without an e_xeessive ntunber of background counts. 

As an aid in the setting of the prpper discriminator levels, bom

bardments were made in which the ntunber of mesons was deternd,ned as a 

function of the minimum accepted pulse height in channels I, !Ia• and IIb• 

These "plateau_ curves" are shown in ~gs. 6, 7 and 8 respectively. As 

would be expected, these curves show a definite plateau for the delayed 

coincidence (i.e.', mesons)·when the discr~inator levels of channels I 

and II a are varied, but little or no plateau for the IIb (electron) chan-. 
I 

nel. Also indicated in these figures are the single counting rates, which, 

' 
of' course, increase rapidly as the discriminator level ia lowered. 

In order to achieve simultaneo~ly good repeatability of data, a. 

large number of mesons, end a low baokgroWld, 1 t is clear that the dis- • 

criminator leveis of ch~nnels I and IIa should be selected to lie at 

the. higb end of the plateau region, a~ indiQated in .the figures. In the 

oase of the IIb channel, its setting is somewhat more arbitrary; to same 

extent it is dependent upon the i11tensity of the synchrotron beam. In 

. view of .the lack of a plateau, slow drifts in B+ and tube voltages in 

channel II could cause slow drifts in the delayed coincidence counting 
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rate, For 1;his reason, the disoriminat()r level was cheeked periodically 

throughout any bombardment by placing a radium souroe a given distance away 

from the crystal and adjusting the di scrimi;nator, when necessary, to 

give a predetermin~d eo~ting rate of the single pulses. 

These plateau curves: serve also as an aid in estimating the e.f'£1.-

oi enoy o.f' the crystals in oo1.mting ~esons under a partJ,oular ~et of dis

criminator settings, They indicate, tC>r exain.p1e, that under th~ usual 

operating conditions the counting ef£iciency is approximately 50 percent, 



IV METHOD OF CARBON-PoLYETlfn.E'.NE-SUBTRACT!ON 

Since the method of' subtraction was us~d priJna;rily as a preliminary 

e::q>el"iment, arid since the results were in larg~ part superseded by the 

l~ter expertptent w.f. th liquid hydrogen, the. experimental procedure will 

only be outlined here and the results given m~iriiy for comparison wit:Q. 

the later data. 

The experimental setup is sl:tQwn in Fig., 9 10 Mesons produced at the 

target lose energy in the aluminum absorber and. enter the scintillation 

crystals, "Where they a;re detected by the method described above. The 

aluminum channel was inserted to decrease the poss~bil:ity of mesons scat

tered at small angles from the lead having sufi;'icient energy to reach 

the crystals., 

The .cylindrical targets of carbon and polyethylene were successively 

interchanged during the bombardment in order to reduce the systematic 

errors caused by valtage drift of the electronic equipment., 

.In order that the two targe~s be of the same si z(!l and also that the 

energy loss of the mesonB escaping !'rom the target be identical 1 it was 

necessary to build the carbon target in cylindrical f'or.m out of thin 

laminations of carbon, With planes perpendiou;Lar to the direction ot the 

crystals. 

A. Energy ~atribution 

The energy distribution was meastired simply by recording the number 

of mesons stopping in the crystal as a function of the thickness of the 

a1 uminum absorber; the meson energy is determined, of course, by range

energy relationships., Fig. 10 shows the relative number of mesons pro

duced by carbon atoms and hydrogen atoms at 90° in the laboratory system~ 
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a,s a !'unction of' the meson energy. 11 The incident photons have approxi

mately a bremsstrahlung spectrum of' 322 Mev maximum energy.* The carbon 

data agree, within statistical error, with the results of' Pete~son, 9 who 

used photographic plates to measure the energy distribution at 90° !'rom 

carbon. 

B. Effects of' -Nuclear Interference on Meson Production !'rom Carbon 

The most interesting, if not suprising, result of' this measurement 

is that the cross section of' the six bound protons in a carbon atom is 

only about twice as great as that of' a single free_ proton. Such a result 

can only be causedqy nuclear binding, and can, in !'act, be interpreted 

as a consequence of the :Pauli exclusion principle 1 since the recoil nuc-

leons have energies; not greatly in excess of' the Fermi energy. A calcu

lation of' the effects of' nuclear binding to· be found in helium targets 

has been made by chew and Lewis.12 These computations show that in helium 

it ~s possible to account !'or a ratio ~ (free proton)/ a- (bound proton) 

as large as three. Similar computations for carbon have not yet been 

made, but one would expect a. similar ratioo 

Co Angular ~atribution 

In the case of' angular distribution, the measurement which can: 

most easily be compared with theory is that in which a single photon 

energy is selected. Thus, a different thickness absorber was used at 

each of' the five angles measured, such that those mesons produced !'rom 

a free proton were created by 250 Mev photons. This photon energy was 

selected in view of' the !'act that, at 90° 6 the maximum of' the energy 

* -For a detailed computation of' the photon speotrum1 see Section V, Co 
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distribution occurs roughly at this photon energy. 

The various angles were obtained by rotating the detection apparatus 

about the target as an axis. The measured cross section.l1 as a function 

of angle in the center of mass system~ is showp.- in Fig •. 11 for both hydro ... 

f:?en and carbon. (For the carbon points~ the analysis has been carried 

through in the same way as for the hydrogen, although there the binding 

of the nucleons makes the momentum and energy conservation arguments in

valid.) While the cross sections have been plotted in absolute units, the 

error of the absolute value was known to be quite large~ since the count

ing efficiency of the crystals had not been accurately determined at this 

time. 
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V ENERGY DISTRIBUTION AND EXCITATION FUNCTION F.Rcm: LIQUID HYDROGEN 

A. Advantage of Using Hydrogen ov'er the Subtraction M~thod 

Preliminary data haVing been obtained by the method of· Sl.lbtraction. 

it was desirable to repeat the experiments with liquid ':hydrogen as the 

target. The advantages of obtaini~g res'tllts from hydrogen directly rather 

than by the subtraction method are the following: 

a) 'b;ecause there is no subtraction, the statistical errors are much 

lower for the same number of mesons counted. For example, to obtain 5 per

cent statistics by direct production from hydrogen requires only 400 real 

meson counts (if background counts are neglected), whereas in the sub

traction method, over 1000 real' counts are needed. 

b) With hydrogen as target the background from the target is lower, 

due to the fact that the cross sections for pair production and Compton 

scattering increase, respectively, with z2 and z, and there are no ex

cited nuclei to evaporate nucleons • 

B. Description of Line-source Target 

The hydrogen target (Fig. i2) used in the energy distribution measure

ments was designed by Cook.10 Fig. 13 pr~sents a cross-sectional diagram 

of the target and of the shielding which was built to channel the mesons 

and tq house the crystal counters. The target const-itutes a "line source" 

of. meson~ and channelling of the mesons is thus essential. (The shield

ing is designed to accommodate the measurement of energy distributions of 

mesons at 45°, 90°, and 1350; however, complete data were taken only at 

90~) 

The liquid hydrogen under bombardment is enclosed in a horizontal 

steel tube 2 inches in diameter, with walls 0 .. 035 Inch thick. To this 
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tube is connected a reservoir of' liquid hydrogen sufficient to keep the 

target- chamber filled for about four successive days without refillingo 

Insulation of' the reservoir is accomplished by three concentric chambers 0 

the inner and outer chambers being evaouated 9 the middle one filled with 

liquid nitrogen" 'fn order to avoid exces·sive absorption of' the mesons, 

the nitrogen chamber does not surround the targetz instead9 three copper 

foils 9 5 mils in thickness 9 provide heat shielding around the target and 

are attached to the .liquid nitrogen jacketo 

In view of' the possibility of' explosion 11 great care was taken to ex= 

elude all air from the reservoir before filling it with hydrogens care= 

f'ul consideration was also given to the method of' venting the hydrogen 

gas evolved during the experimento 

Co Energy Distribution of Photons in the X-ray Beam 

If the electrons in the synchrotron were to all strike an infinitely 

thin target with the same energy9 the energy distribution of' the photons 

produced would theoretically have the characteristic bremsstrahlWlg spec

trum13 shown in Curve A of Figo 14 0 Modification of' this spect:rummust be 

madeD however8 for the following reasonsg 

a) The electron target is not infinitely thin9 but consists of 20 

mils of' platinumo 

b) Only that part of the photon beam is used which is contained in 

a cone having a half' angle of' about 1/<t.O; collimation removes the remainder 

of the beamo 

The correction to the bremsstrahlung distribution necessitated by 

a) and b) was computed by Steinberger and Christianl4 and is plotted in 

Curve B of' Fige 14o 
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. ~) Because of the spread-out character of the electron berum (see 

Section III ,B), the electrons do not all have the same energy upon strildng 

the target., The energy dist:i:-ibution of' the electron beam was determined 

experimentally,* however, and the corresponding correction to the photon 

distribution (Curve d of Fig., 14} was calculated by numerical integration. 

Thus far we have found the energy distribution of photons in the xr-::r-ay . .~--- _,. 

beam. 
. . . . .. · // 

However, the fact that there is an angular spread in the m:esons which 

can reach the crystal necessitates a further computation., What is needed 

is the number of photons which can produce mesons of a given energy. This 

necessitates a geometrical 9.nalys:i. s o£ the target and crystal layout, in 

order to provide an intensity-versus-angleplot •. Since at each angle 

there is a different relationship between meson energy and photon energy, 

another numerical integration is necessary in order to determine the num-

ber of photons per unit meson energy o As would be expected,. the corrected 

distribution (see Curve B of Fig. 15) shows a knee at the high energy end., 

Do Energy tii.stribution of Mesons • I 

The experimental results of the energy distribution measurements 

from hydrogen are shown in Curve A cit Fig. i5, as a function of meson 

energy. As before, the different meson energies were obtained by placing 

varying amounts of absorber betWeen the target and the crystals., The 

computations leading to the detennination of the cross sections are given 

in Appendix Eo 

E. Excitation Function for Meson Production 

As has already been pointed out, the principal value of a measure

ment of the energy ·distribution from hydrogen is that the excitation 

• See Appendix Do 
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r'unction for meson production (1.e., cross section as a function of 

photon energy) ·may be derived therefrom. Since the number of mesons 

produced has been measured as a function of energy and the number of 

photons of a given energy in the x-ray beam may be calculated, the ratio 

provides a measure of the excitation function., This fUn.ction is pre

sented in Fig., 16, and again the computations are outlined in Appendix E. 
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VI ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION FRCll[ LlQ.UID HYDROGEN 

A.. -Description of Point-s~urce Target 

By the time ·the -measurement o:f the excitation function was completed, a 

n-ew hydrogen target (Fig. 1 '7), developed by v .. Peterson" 3 was available 

for meson research. Whereas the earlier target constituted a "line source,~ 

the new target is effectively a "point source," sin~e the hydrogen under 

bombardment is contained :in a small cylindrical cup of duraluminum., 1 1/2 

inches in diameter, 2 inches in height, and with walls o.002 inch thick. 

The advantage of such a target for measurement of angular distribution 

:i.s ·that, --with the point source, identically the same target volume is 

seen by the crystals at eacp. angle. 

The geometry Used in the measurement of angular distribution is 

shown in ·Fig. 18., The crystals and accompanying electronics for meson 

detection were mounted in an aluminum box which pivoted, via a track, 

about the target as a center, such that measurements could be made at a:ny 

desired angie. Since no collimation was needed for the mesons, it was 

possible to use' so-called '*bad" geometry: the absorbers were several t:i.m.es 

the area of the crystals, w.i. th the result that errors d.ue to Coulomb 

- scattering could be neglected. 

Geometrical limitations made it impossible at the 45° position to 

place the crystals any closer than about il inches from the target, and 

still have room for the necessary amount of absorber., This fact,. in 
conjunction with the smafiness of the point-source cup, resulted in a 

rather low meson counting rate.. _For this reason" the angular distribu

tion was measured at 30° interval~ for only a single photon energy, again 

that of 260 Mev. 
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B. Angular Distrl bution 

The results of the angular distribution are shown in Fig. i9 • 

together ~th the _data from the subtraction method.,* plotted in terms 

of the angle of emission in the center -of mass system. The data from 

the two methods are :i.n excellent agreement. As seen,. ·the distribution 

:i.s roughly isotropic, but with a maximum in the backward direction. The 

theoretical interpretation of this distribution is discussed in ·s-ection VIII 

* The absolute values from the subtraction method have. been revised from 
those given in Fig. 11. as a result of the r~cent determination of' the 
counting efficie~cy of' the crystals (see Section II., G). 
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vii OUTLINE OF MESON THEORIES 

In analogy with the highly successful quantum theory of electro-

dynamics, in which interaction between charged particles is accomplished 

through the medium of photon exchange, nuclear field theory is based on 

the assumption that interchange of n-mesons between nucleons is responsl.hie 

for ·nuclear forces. The shortc.:range of these forces results immediately ., 

from non-zero mass of the n~eson. 

The weight of experimental evidence accumulated to date indicates 

·that, like the photon, the -tt-meson is a Bose particle (with integral spin). 

Under this assumption four types of meson fields are generally considered 

acceptable: scalar, pseudoscalar, vector, and pseudovector. The method 

by which these meson fields are coupled to the nuclear fields is also open 

to choice. 

It is possible to make computations, on the basis of these theories, 

of the results to be expected for various processes in which nuclear forces 

are involved. It will be attempted here to sketch extremely briefly the 

predicti-ons of each of these theories, particularly as applied to photo-

meson production. 

Two principal methods have been used in an attempt to solve the 

field equations: a) the ordinary perturbation method (weak coupling 

method) assumes that the kinetic energies of the emitted particles are 

large, and treats the coupling energy as a perturbation. Thus, as in 

electrodynamics, the coupling constant g2jhc is assumed to be small,* 

and the perturbation is expanded in tenn.s of increasing powers of this 

coupling constant. This method may be applied straightforwardly .for the 

* In electrodynamics, the coupling constant e2/nc = 1/137 • 
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case of the scalar meson,. but in the case of the pseudoscalar, pseudo

vector 1 and vector meson# the terms of second and higher order are no 

longer small# but instead are large or infinite. Recently, the subtrac'tion 

method of Schwinger and Tomonaga, so successfully applied in electrodynamics 

have been applied to the pseudoscal~r theory (with pseudoscalar coupling) 

to give exact results. Weak coupling theory has not, however, been succes.s-

ful in dealing with mesons having unit spin. 

b).An alternative procedure in performing the computations is that of 

introducing the concept of strong coupling: the coupling is assumed to be 

large, and the kinetic energy of the emitted particles is treated as a per-
·- ~ ·- -- . - .. 

turbation. Here the perturbation expansion is made in terms of decreasing 

powers of the coupling constant. Such ~ scheme, however, suffers from. the 

severe difficulty of not being rel~tivistically :bivariant, since the nucleon 

can no longer be described as a point source. The self-energy of the meson· 

fi~ld, written in terms of an ext:ended nuclear source of dimensions a, 

becomes infinite as a~o. To date, no method of overcoming this diff,i

culty of relati.visti~ invariance has been developed. 

These two widely differing procedures constitute the principal methods 

of attack :i.n meson theory. It is now clear that the actual value of the 

coupling constant lies somewhere between the extremes assUmed in these two 

methods. Hence the predicted results are surely not to be taken too sari-

ously, but used rather as a guide to aid in the selection of the correct 

type of meson field and meson interaction. 

A. Scalar Theo!Y 

The pure scalar theory, by definition, infers a meson without a 

magnetiomment (i.e., spin 6). If one were to as~;~ume that on,ly one kind 



of meson field is allowed~> one could inunediately reject the pure scalar 

theo~y9 since scalar mesons ·are not coupled to the spin of the nucleon 9 

and hence cannot e:x.plmn the sp:in dependence of nuclear forceso Nor could 

one begin to explain9 On the basiS Of SUCh a theory II the anomalOUS mag-

netic moment of the proton and neutron., 

In this theory 9 the meson is symmetrically distributed about the nuc-

leon and is loosely coupled to it.!) much as the electron is coupled to an 

atcm" Hence 0 an. electromagnetic wave interacts :inore strongly with the 

meson than w.i. th the nucleon» with the result that the angular distribution. 

of the emitted mesons is analagous to that observed in·the photoeffecto 

The computed angular distribution18 fer 250 Mev photons is approximately 

distribution of a simple electric dipole photoeffecto the 
( v ' ' ')2 1 .., ~cos G c ' 

It is sho1vn in Figo 

The excitation function at 90° to be expected18 on the basis of the scalar 

theory increases rather slowly from threshold and flattens off~ as shown 

Bo Pseudoscalar Theory 

In order to explain~ among other things 8 the energy difference be= 

tween the triplet arid singlet state of the c1euteron9 nuclear forces must 

clearly be at least partially spin dependent., This spin dependence may 

be introduced into the thea~ either through the introduction of a meson 

with spin different from zero 9 or 8 alternatively and less obviouslyv one 

may mathematically describe the wave function of a zero=spin meson as an 

antisymmetric tensor instead of a scalar., · This description» which satis= 

fies the same wave equation as the scalar meson and differs from it only 

in its inversion property fl(r) "" ~ fll(=r) s is calleQ. the pseudoscalar 
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meson theory. 

The meson field ~ may now be coupled to the spin of the nucleus 

in one of two different ways: 

a) ¥s.elJ.dovector coupling:_ since ~ is a pseudoscalar in this 

theory, \7 p is a ps eudovector. Since the spin s of the nucleon 

~s a pseudovector -(see below}, the interaction energy is given 

by the scalar quantity s • \lp. -
b) Pseudoscaiar coupling: here the interaction energy is asmmed 

to be of the form (~+ Y5 p)}J , again a scalar, as required. 

While the form of the coupling of the meson to the nucleon is uncertain, 

it may be shown that the results, for a pseudoscalar meson field, are 

;not affected to order g2• 

In this theory of the pseudoscalar meson, the meson may be shown to 

be closely bound to the nucleon. As a result 1 the interaction between 

a photon and the current produced by the motiori of the meson would·be 

small, and. the photon is thus predominantly coupled to the magnetic moment 

of the nucleon. This interaction may result in a flipping of the spin of 

the nucleon, vd th the a~~ompanying radiation of a meson. Such an inter

action, involving absori>tion ·or the photon by a nearly stationary nucleus, 

will provide a rather isotropic ang~lar distribution of radiated mesons. 

This distribution 18 :is plotted in Fig. 20, for photons of 250 Mev. 

The e:x:oi tation fui,.otion ~t 9(:)0- to be e:x:pecteal8 f'itm the );seud.osc8Jar -theOry 

is shovin in Fig. 2i. It rises more abruptly frOm. threshold than does the 

sca,lar theory, and again flattens off at roughly the same photon energy• 

However, these theories which involve a close coupling between meson and 

nucleon fead · to incorrect predictions of scattering phenomena. They pre

dict, in fact, nuclear radii of the dimensions of the Campton wave-length 
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of the nucleons and are therefore hardly to be taken seriously. 

c. Vector Theory 

The vector meson theory~ in which the meson is assumed to have unit 

spin. is merely the generalization of the theory of quantum electrc;>dynamics, 

in which the field particle possesses a f'ini te, rather than a zero, mass. 

As in electromagnetic theory, field is described in terms of a four-vector 

potential A. 

Comparatively .little attention has been paid to vector theory alone, 

since it predicts the Wrong sign for the quadrupole moment of the deuteron. 

Theories involving mixtures of vector and pseudosca1ar fields have, however, 

received a fair amount of attenti,on. Under the assumption that the mass 

of the vector meson is slightly greater than that of the pseudosoaiar· meson, 

it is possible to concoct a mixture which will provide the correct sign of 

the quadrupole moment. The computed value, however, is several times too 

small. 

In addition, other results are in complete disagreement with experi

ment. The excitation function for photomeson production, for example, 

increases continually w1:th increase of photon energy and exhibits no 

turning point. Moreover, the angular distribution turns out to be strongly 

peaked in the forward direction. 

D. Pseudovector Theory 

By the tenn -npseudovector" is meant a vectorwhich does1 not change 

sign upon: inversion in the origin. i.ny axial vector (formed by. the 

cross-product of tWo ordinary vectors) constitutes a pseudoveotor and 

hence spin s is a pseudovector • If, as is assumed in this theory, the 

interaction is presented in the form s . IS , the field IS must be a 
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pseudovector if the interaction energy l.s to be a scaiar. 

The pseudov'ector theory has excited comparati ~ely i:i. ttl e enthus.iamn # 

probably because, tinder weak coupling approximations, it gives rise' to 

repulsive forces in both the singiet and tnpiet state of' the deuteron# 

and is therefore tot8J.Iy unacceptable in this approximation. 

The angular distribution which resu.l ts from photoproduction of mesons 

according to this theory is reasonably isotropic· and somewhat similar to 

that of' the pseud.oscalar theory. The excitation function, however, in

creases continuously and very rapidly from threshold and is clearly wrong. 
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VIII INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS; CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the angular distribution (Fig. 19) show a rather 

flat distribution, ~ith a slight peak in the backward direction. Such 

a distribution is quite incompatible with that predicted by t:he scalar 

theory (Fig. 20). In fact, the only theories which predict such a flat 

distribution are tho~e in which the electromagnetic interaction is 

chi~fly with the ma~netic moment of the nucleons, rather than with the 

· electric charge of the meson. This is so for the pseud.o.scalar meson 
15 

theory with b<;>th types of coupling. However, these theories which 

involve tight coupling of the mesons to the magnetic moment of the 

nucleon can hardly be taken seriously, in view of their incorrect pre-

dictions of nucleon-nucleon scattering, as mentioned in Section VII. 

The energy distribution at 90° (Fig. 15) does.not disagree violently 

with the predicted resuits of either the scalar or pseudoscalar theory, 

(Fig. 21) but is incompatible with the predictions of the vector and 

pseudovector theories, which show a rapid rise in cross section as a 

function of photon energy; and do not exhibit any sign of a turning . 

point. These theories cannot, however, be completely rejected, since 

there remains the possibility that the theoretical computations are 

incorrect due to the fact that relativity and the largeness of the 

coupling c;onstant are not simultaneously taken into account. 

Comparison of the results of this experiment with theory is thus 

seen to indicate that n+-mesons have zero spin and are tightly coupled 

to the· nucleons. As discussed, the theoretical computations are not to 

be trusted in view of the fact that the magnitude of the coupling of 

mesons to n~cleons lies somewhere between the extremes assumed in the 



approximations of strong and weak coupling. In fact, it may be seen 
16 . . . 

that the experimental data are best fitted, for pseudoscalar mesons 

with pseudoscalar coupling, if the coupling constant g2/4nllc is chosen 

to be about 20. 
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IX ,APPENDIX 

A. Calculation of Relationship between (k, T11 , 9) · 

Using the notation 

11> = rest mass of struck particle (a proton, in this case) . 

M n = rest mass of struck particle after collision (a neutron,· 
in this case) 

M11 = rest mass of the meson 

k = energy in laboratory system of the incident particle (here 
a photon) 

E~ = total energy in laboratory system of the neutron 

T~ .,., id.nefic energy of the meson 

6JE = Mp - ·Mn 

e = angie tn laboratory system between the emitted meson and .. 
the direction of the incident photon 

we have the following relationships: 

a) energy conservation: 

b) momentum conservation: 

etc. 

solving for k in terms or e anci T11 , we ha"lte 

k = 
(2M c2 + 6Mc2)6MC2 '~ !i;c4 + 2M.rrC2M c2 + 2T11 c2 

2 ~c2 - M11c2. - T11 + cos e [j112 + 2T ~c2J 1 2 

\ 

Equation (1) of' page 7 is derived :i.nunediately from this relationship. 
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Run 
No. 

98-l, 

98-2 

98-3 

98-4 

98-5 

98-6 

··i. ~ 

B. Typical Data Sheet 
(Angular Distribution of Mesons by Carbon-Polyethylene Subtraction) 

Beam Time in Absorber Target Angle I II a lib G Delayed 
Integrator Minutes Thickness Coincidence 

20.0 16.5 3" 
4 Alum. Carbon 135° 37.3x256 2l.Ox256 147.8x256 13.3x256 

20.0 14.1 II Poly n 34.0x256 19.7x256 139.7x256 10.5x256 

20.0 14.2 1" Carbon 1121° 34.5x256 21.2x256 98.4x256 ll.2x256 14 Alum. 
2 

20.0 15.8 n Poly n 32.4x256 19.8x256 89.5x256 ll.8x256 

20.0 18.5 2" Alum. Carbon 90° 35.0x256 21.6x256 119.lx256 l0.7x256 

20.0 19.5 tl Poly n 33.2x256 2l.Ox256 106.lx256 ll.lx256 

Notation: 

I = number of large pulses (energy loss > 6 .Mev) in crystal No. I 

IIa = number. of large pulses (energy loss > 5 Mev) in crystal No. II 

1 2 

133 50 

178 72 

92 44 

167 63 

94 33 

138 53 

IIb = number of sma~ler pulses (energy loss >about 2 Mev) in crystal No. II 

G = number of coincidences between pulses I and IIa 

3 4 

41 27 

34 25 

20 19 

27 16 

13 17 

19 17 

,, 

Calcu-
lated 
Back-
ground 

18.2 

18.7 

14.0 

12.0 

12.5 

10.8 

Delayed coincidences No. 1 = coincidences between the first delayed gate and IIb• These 

coincidences include both mesons and random background (computed in the last column). 

a 
(J:I 
co 
I 
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c. Outline of the Electronics 

1.. Phototube circuit. and Cathode Follower 

In all of this research, ·1P21 phototubes were used, connected 

in the conv~ntiona.l way show.n :i.n :Fig. 22. ·A negative voltage· of soo-1ooo 

'Volts was applied to the first collector plate. The purpose of the cathode 

follower was niereiy to ensure transmission of the. signal through the 60 odd 

feet of coa.xia:i cable running frOm. the bombardment room to the electronics 
. . 

room. (It was found possible, actually, to dispense with the cathode fol

lower and to connect the output of the phototube directly into the coaxial 

line, if desired.)· 

2. Linear Amplification 

A linear amplification stage (Fig. 22), with a. gain of about 

100, and a. band width of 10 me, was used between the photomultiplier c:i.r-

cui t and the pulse shaping circuit. 

3. Pulse Sha.per and Discriminator 

A very effective pulse sha.per and discriminator, developed 

principally by Mr. Louis Wouters, was used in this research and is shown 

in Fig. 23. 'rh:i.s circuit accepts negative pulses 'of 0.1 - 0.2 volts, 

amplifies them with a wide band-pass amplifier' performs the discrimination 

between the third and fourth stages at a. level of about 30 volts, and pro-

··· vi des posl. ti ve feedback from the fourth stage to the second stage to square 

up the ·pulses. The potentiometers at the input and output of the linear 

amplifier stage served to set the level of discrimination. 

4. Coincidence-anticoincidence Circuit 

Tll3 coinoidence;..a,nticoinoidence oircui t used in this work is 

·s·hown in Fig. 24. 'This circuit, together with a. simplified version which 

omits the anticoincidence function, has a. coincidence ratio (defined a.s 
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output volt~ge with coincidence 
output volt~ge without coincidence ) of about 7 : l., 

5., Gate Circuit 

The electronics for constructing the four successively-delayed 

gates is sho'Wll in Fig., 25., Since there was no need for adjustment of the 

gate lengths, they were determined by delay lines built into the circuit., 

D. Correction to the Energy Distribution of Photons 

The intensity of the electron bemn as a function of time (as seen 

with a beam monitor oscilloscope) is given in Fig. 3., By comparison with 

the theoretical variation of the beam energy versus time (also given in 

Fig., 3) 1 a plot of beam intensity versus beam energy was made., Utilizing 

Curve B of Fig., 14, a numerical integration was then made over the vari-

ation in intensity and energy ... The corrected curve is given in Curve .C of 

E., Calculation of Absolute Cross Section 

By definition, cr(Eph), the excitation fwction at 90° for photomeson 

production from protons, constitutes the probability that a photon -of 

energy Eph' interacting with a proton, ~11 produce a meson at 90° in the 

laboratory· system., Thus, the number of mesons produced per unit meson 

energy per unit steradian per Q, .from a single proton in the target (i.e.,, 

d2N . · .·. 
dndEm x ~-1) =(the number of photons per unit meson· energy per Q) x 

do{Eph) 
1 

where Q is defined below. 
d..Q. 

The. absolute values of these quantities will now be determined. 

1., Evaluation of the number of photons per unit meson energy per Q 

·rr the total energy in the bemn is ET, and if the energy dis

tribution of photons in the synchrotron beam :followed a k/E distribution, 
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then the number of photons per 1.mit photon energy would te simply 
.. ET Q , . 

n(Eph) = Fmax:B = E (where Q is. defined* to be E.rflika.x) since 

··-E·T =l· .. =~ax k./E. ... . . .. E dE == k Em.ax • Thus the number of photons per unit 

E=O · 

meson energy per Q would be n(~) = 1/E d Eph 
dEzn 

0 

The energy d:istribution of the photons does not, however, follow 

exactly a k/E distribution, but possesses, after the various corrections 

are made, the shape shown in Fig .. 15. 

-where F(Ek2 ~s a_ correction factor. 

In effect, n(H! ) = i ~ F(H! ) 
""''ll E . . ""''l 

. . . dFm -
1l'('Fnt) has a value very close to unity 

for meso_n energies in the region of 60 Mev; hence, in the assignment of 

absolute values in Jl'ig .. 'i5, the correct distribution was normaliZed to the 

1/E distri butio'n in this energy region. 
2 . 

dN 
2. · Eva:luation of .. • Q-1 

~-
The experimental data. provide the number (Mfo: . .) of mesons 

co1.mted in the crystal, per r 11 where the r is the 'unit of exposur~ as 

mea.sur~d by the large ionization chamber used to monitor the besn. 0 

2 
The number ~ x Q.-1 of mesons produced per unit energy per unit 

steradian per Q, from a single target proton, is thus related to the num-

ber of mesons counted, per- r ,, by th~ equation: 

M/r = (no. of~~drogen atomaJ x ·~~ .6.Q.6Em x (Q/r·.) 

where dEm 
6Em =~ 6R is dete:rmined by the thickness 6 R of the crys., 

tai; for this experiment, 6R. = 2.5 grams/cm2 of carbon. The quantity 
' : 17 

Q is determined ·from the experimental data of Blocker, Kenney and Panofsky 

* .. . . . 
Q may be regarded as the number of "photons" of energy Ekax which 
are equivalent to the total energy of the beam .. 
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and from geometrical considerations to have a value of 1 .. 4 x 109 photons 

per r .. 

3.. Evaluation of the excitation function 

The excitation function do\Eph) is evaluated merely by 
d...rL' 

. - \. . . .. -. . . ·- .... .. 
division of the two quantities found above .. 

F.. Lifetime Data 

No' attempt was mad.e in these experiments to detennine the lifetime of 

the \1•-meson with any precision... The gate lengths were never measured to 

better than 5 percent, and no attempt was made to provide fast rise and 

fall times for the gate pulseso Nor was any serious effort made to mini-

mize the ttdead time" of the shaping circuit for the Ilb pulse .. 

In view of these facts the measured mean lifetime, as read from the 

four "meson". scalars (af'ter background subtraction) serves mainly as an 

argument to convince oneself that the apparatus is actually counting mesons .. 

Figo 26 presents the lifetime data from the three sets of runs~ a) energy 

.distribution by subtraction; b) energy distribution from hydrogen; c) angu-

lar distribution from hydrogen.. The three mean-life values of 2 .. 17 p.s, 

2 .. 39 \J-s, and 2 .. 36 \J-s, (with probable errors of about ± 0 .. 2.0 \J-S) are in 

satisfactory agreement with the accepted mean-life value of 2 .. 15 \J-So 

; 
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·Fig. :1 Relati9pship between photon energy, meson energy and angle of 

emission. ,. 

Fig. 2 Genera+ experimenta], :+ayout, showing the synchrotron, collima

tion ot the photon b,eam, and the meson counting apparatus, as 

used in the subtraction method. 

Fig. 3 V.ariation in time of· the magnetic field of the synchrotron and 

. of the photon beam. 

Fig. 4 Block diagram of the electronics for: meson identification. 

Fig. 5 Photograph of the electronic equipment. 

Fig. 6 Single counts in cr~stal I, and delayed coincidence counts, as 

a function of the minimum voltage required of the pulse in 

Fig. 7 

crystal I. 

Single counts in crystal II, and delayed coincidence counts, 
f 

as a function of the minimum voltage required of the fu_st pulse 

in crystal II. 

Fig. 8 Delayed coincidence counts as a function of the minimum voltage 

required of the second pulse in crystal II. 

Fig. 9 Detection geometry used in the subtract~on ~ethod • . 
Fig. 10 Energy distribution of mesons produced from c~rbon and hydro~en. 

The hydrogen data were obtained by subtr~ction. 

Fig. 11 Angular distribution of mesons from carbon and pydrogen. 
. i· 

Fig. 12 Photograph of the "line-source" hydrogep target. 

Fig. 13 Cross sectional diagram of the "line-source" hydrogen target. 

Fig. 14 Bremsstrahlung distribution from the synchrotron. 
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Fig. 15 Energy
1
distribution of n+-mesons, produced at 90° from hydrogen 

and of the photons responsible for their production. The 

quantity Q is defined to be the energy in the x-ray beam 

divided by the maximum energy. 

Fig. 16 Excitation function for meson production at 90° from hydrogen, 

with and without corrections for nuclear absorption. 

Fig. 17 Photograph of the point-source target.' 

Fig. 18 Cross sectional view of the point-source target. 

Fig. 19 Angular distribution (in center of mass system) of n+-mesons 

produced in hydrogen by 250 Mev photons (laboratory system), 

with and without corrections for nuclear absorption. 

Fig. 20 Theoretical angular distribution of scalar and pseudoscalar 

mesons produced by 250 Mev (laboratory system) photons on 

hydrogen. 

Fig. 21 Theoretical cross section for the photoproduction of scalar 

and pseudoscalar mesons from hydrogen, as a function of photon 

energy. 

Fig. 22 Photomultiplier circuit and linear amplifier. 

Fig. 23 . Pulse shaper and discriminator circuit. 

Fig. 24 Coincidence-anticoincidence circuit. 

Fig. 25 Four channel gate circuit. 

Fig. 26 Relative number of counts in the four delayed channels, for 

three sets of data. 
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